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The Society for California Archaeology Newsletter is a quarterly publication with information that is essential to 
California archaeology. Opinions, commentary, and editorials appearing in the SCA Newsletter represent the views 
of the authors, not necessarily those of the SCA Executive Board or the SCA Newsletter editors. 

Submissions: The submission deadline for the December 2021 issue of the SCA Newsletter is November 10, 2021. 
All contributions will appear on the SCA website (https://scahome.org) unless otherwise specified. Please email 
all submissions to newsletter@scahome.org or mail them to the SCA Business Office at P.O. Box 2582, Granite Bay, 
CA 95746. 

Editors: Jill K. Gardner, Managing Editor; Shelly Davis-King, Pat Mikkelsen, and Karen K. Swope, Co-Editors. 

On the cover: The Visalia meeting in March 2022 is focused on food, with a Plenary Session and other activities 
using the theme of Archaeological Gatherings: Foodways and Community Resilience. We all have experienced camp 
kitchens from field schools or excavations. Please share a photo or two and a short paragraph of some memorable 
field kitchen experience. If you have a recipe you’d like to share (Dave’s Favorite Camp Beans or Sally’s Road Kill 
Cater), please do that as well. We will be sharing these “field kitchen” experiences in the upcoming SCA Newsletter, 
at the Annual Meeting, and at other events. Please send materials to office@scahome.org to be included in our 
compilation. The photograph was taken in 1982 by Greg White at CA-LAK-510. Pictured (from left): Tom Kaufman, 
Nadine Thomas, Debbie Jones, James Bennyhoff, David Fredrickson, Katie Roscoe, Paul Amaroli, and Tom Origer 
(in checkered shirt).  
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Harvesting food this summer - camas roots! Photograph 
courtesy of Greer Lantier. 

This summer the entire SCA Executive Board was able to 
meet face to face for the first time since I began as President-
Elect last year. Though we have been chugging along via 
Zoom, teleconferences, and hybrid meetings, there is 
nothing like gathering and sharing a meal in person. Along 
with several past Board and committee members, we 
enjoyed the wonderful hospitality of President-Elect 
Anmarie Medin, who hosted the retreat at her beautiful Fair 
Oaks home.  

We bonded over some terrific barbeque, cooled off in the 
pool, and talked shop, but mostly got down to business. 
There certainly have been a lot of challenges to presiding 
during these unprecedented times, but it has been great to 
work with so many dedicated folks and SCA Board veterans 
who continue to work hard to keep us on track to support 
our membership and mission. The two-day meeting was 
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incredibly productive, and we were able to review 
and decide upon several important actions and 
initiatives. These include review and revision of 
the SCA Strategic Plan and Board Manual (a 
process that we hope to finalize in the coming 
weeks), upcoming event planning, an enhanced 
social media campaign with coordination across 
platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram), 
discussion of improved accessibility and safety 
during meetings, and committee updates, among 
other topics. The Board was joined by a number of 
committee members and friends on both days. 

We also reviewed some important structural 
accomplishments and initiatives of the past year.     
This included instituting a much-needed protocol for 
requests to the Board and establishing an advisory 
committee, consisting of former Board members who 
will provide institutional knowledge and advice to the 
Business Office and current Board when requested. 
The newly instituted Committee of Committees (open 
to all current SCA committee members and liaisons) 
held its first meeting on June 2, 2021. It was such a 
well-attended, casual discussion, and great source of 
brainstorming, information, and energy that we 

decided to continue to connect through quarterly (virtual) meetings (our next meeting is scheduled in 
September).  
 
Maggie Trumbly (current SCA Treasurer) updated the Board on our finances, an exercise essential to 
upcoming planning. Overall, the SCA remains on solid fiscal footing despite us having to cancel two 
annual meetings, the largest source of income for the Society. This is largely due to foresight and planning 
of past boards and treasurers, but we have also seen a great deal of “rolling up the sleeves” to get things 
done. For instance, Adie Whitaker, our longtime chair of the Committee for Advanced Annual Meeting 
Planning, was able to renegotiate contracts with hotel facilities and venues that had to be cancelled due to 
the pandemic. There were numerous other substantial contributions of time and funding. For instance, the 
SCA coffers were bolstered through registration fees for a California Environmental Quality Act training  
 

SCA Executive Board Meeting, Day One. Left to right: 
Shannon Tushingham, Pattie Garcia, Brendon Greenaway, 
Michelle Cross, Maggie Trumbly, Tracey Booth, Trish 
Fernandez, Anmarie Medin, Jennifer Darcangelo, and Eva 
Larson. Photograph courtesy of Scott Howard. 

SCA Executive Board Meeting, Day Two. Back row (left to 
right): Shannon Tushingham, Gregg Castro, Shelly Davis-
King, Pattie Garcia, Michelle Cross, Maggie Trumbly, 
Kristina Roper, Nathan Stevens, Brendon Greenaway. 
Front row: Anmarie Medin (left) and Eva Larson (right). 
Photograph courtesy of Tracey Booth. 
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Screenshot of June 2021 Committee of Committees Zoom meeting. Photograph by Glenn Russell. 

 
course held by Glenn Russell and a workshop on foraging models held by Robert Bettinger. We continue to 
look for new ways to provide much needed funding for a variety of initiatives, so please consider 
attending these or other upcoming workshops or webinars. We certainly appreciate the considerable 
support of our individual and corporate sponsors, who continue to step up and advocate for the SCA. 
 
Nevertheless, income over the past two years has been down, so we strive for continued fiscal responsibility 
and persist in seeking funding through various sources. Certainly, your donations and continued support 
through membership fees are essential to the Society. As I mentioned in the last newsletter, memberships 
remain generally strong, although we have seen a dip lately, particularly among students. Of course, this is not 
surprising as so many students join the SCA during the annual meetings and the last two have been cancelled. 
But students and early career professionals are the future of the Society, so with your help we hope to bring 
more of them into the SCA fold through social media and membership campaigns. Student memberships 
remain a true bargain at only $30 annually (https://sfca.wildapricot.org/join-us), which we hope will 
continue to inspire new members to join us and take advantage of the benefits of attending the SCA Annual 
and Data Sharing meetings, publish in the SCA Proceedings, receive the biannual journal California 
Archaeology, and tap into numerous other resources.  

I certainly hope to see many of you at upcoming SCA meetings in person and through virtual events. Later 
this month we will be hosting the Northern Data Sharing Meeting in Calaveras Big Trees State Park on 
September 25 and the Southern Data Sharing Meeting in Joshua Tree National Park on October 16 during 
Archaeology Month. Our Northern and Southern Vice Presidents (Brendon Greenaway and Pattie Garcia, 
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respectively) have been hard at work arranging 
papers and events, but if you are interested in 
helping and/or would like to present a paper, please 
contact them as soon as possible (see pages 22-24 
for details). As you know, these meetings are a 
terrific place to gather informally and discuss 
archaeology, catch up on news, and just have a good 
time with new and old friends. They are also an 
especially great time to support students and early 
career folks – many of us (myself included) gave 
some of our first professional papers at data sharing 
meetings, and I look forward to continuing the 
tradition this fall. While things may look a bit 
different as we will likely be following certain social 
distancing protocols, please come if you can. It will 

be a lot of fun and there will be some surprises and even gift memberships for students (several long-time 
members have already donated student memberships for the meetings).  

In 2020, the Board hosted a large number of very successful 
virtual events in lieu of the data sharing meetings. You may 
recall some of the online “gatherings” we held during California 
Archaeology Month in October and Native American Heritage 
Month in November. This year, we are returning to our focus on 
in-person data sharing meetings, so we decided to retain two of 
the more popular events – a student research competition (in 
October) and a documentary screening and forum (in November). 
Stay tuned for announcements about these upcoming virtual 
events.  

Planning continues for the 2022 Annual Meeting, to be held 
March 3-6 at the Visalia Marriott. Speakers are already lined up 
for the Plenary Session, which features presentations on a 
diversity of topics related to the meeting theme – Archaeological 
Gatherings: Foodways and Community Resilience. The Planning 
Committee team is headed by an incredible group of enthusiastic 
folks, who collectively have decades of experience in pulling off 
successful meetings. The team meets at least monthly, and is 
headed by Local Arrangements Chair Kristina Roper, Program 
Co-Chairs Wendy Nettles and Nathan Stevens, and Banquet 
Coordinator Shelly Davis-King. Other key planning slots are filled by Jennifer Barbee (Silent Auction 
Coordinator), Lynn Compas (Book Room Coordinator), Maggie Trumbly and Michelle Cross (sponsorships),  

SCA Executive Board Summer Retreat discussions. Photo-
graph courtesy of Jennifer Darcangelo. 

SCA Treasurer Maggie Trumbly at the 
summer Board meeting. Photograph 
courtesy of Jennifer Darcangelo. 
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Greg Burns (Audio-Visual Coordinator), Darren Andolina (Volunteer Coordinator), and Maggie Trumbly 
(Safety Officer), among others.  

As I write this letter, the COVID-19 Delta variant is spreading throughout the nation and world. We remain 
cautiously optimistic that we will be able to meet again in person soon. At the same time, the SCA Board 
remains committed to the safety of our membership and will continue to monitor the situation closely as 
we approach upcoming in-person meetings. The Board and Annual Meeting Committee continue to plan for 
and discuss various contingencies. At a minimum, we anticipate greater health and safety protocols, but at 
this point it is difficult to predict exactly what this will look like at the Annual Meeting, which is five months 
away. You may have noticed that we now have a new Annual Meeting planning position – “Safety Officer” – 
which Maggie Trumbly has graciously agreed to take on. This is an important job, and certainly one that 
cannot fall on a single person’s shoulders. While there is a financial cost to shifting to a virtual meeting, this 
scenario is not off the table if the pandemic worsens, and I can say that we would be able to follow last 
year’s successful virtual meeting format. We ask for your continued patience and understanding as we 
continue to navigate these difficult times. Thankfully, we can rely on a great team of people and past 
successes.  

We are also looking at various potential hybrid options for upcoming in-person meetings, not just for this 
year but also for future SCA events. Like many other local, national, and international societies, we 
recognize how providing alternative virtual options for meeting attendance can alleviate environmental 
impacts and broaden participation by making meetings more accessible for people who are not able to 
travel for a variety of reasons. Of course, there is a learning curve and cost to providing hybrid options (e.g., 
increased audio-visual costs, need for equipment/expertise, reduced in-person registrations), so we might 
need to take small steps as we move forward into this territory.  

On a brighter note, this year the SCA is planning to hold its first annual Ethics Bowl, which will be organized 
by Glenn Russell and Lynn Gamble (for details, see page 16). The event will be similar to the longstanding 
Society for American Archaeology Ethics Bowl but with a decidedly Californian flair. Student teams will 
compete and consider ethical conundrums that are relevant to California archaeology, including scenarios, 
law, and policy that influence cultural resources at the state, national, and potentially international level. 
This event will certainly inspire a great deal of thought and learning through friendly competition by 
various teams, which might be developed in tandem with courses or department clubs, or other means. The 
organizers are asking for your support through the submission of competitive scenarios, the formation of 
teams, event organization and judging, and sponsorship. Glenn and Lynn are also gauging interest to see 
whether we could include a parallel competition among non-students. I think this is a great idea – tapping 
into the expertise of professional archaeologists, CRM firms, regulatory agencies, or other groups and 
organizations – and something that has not been tried by the SAA. In any case, please contact Glenn and 
Lynn as soon as possible if you would like more information or if you can participate in any way.  

We continue to lean on the enthusiasm and volunteerism of our membership, and it has been wonderful    
to connect with the numerous committee chairs, liaisons, and other contributors. We truly rely on these 
great folks who have donated countless hours over the years. That said, we still need help and I ask you to 
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consider participating on a committee, running for office, making a contribution, helping with an upcoming 
meeting, or lending support in some other way. Your continued participation is critical and we look 
forward to seeing the upcoming contributions of our membership, from papers and posters at the 
meetings, to publications in California Archaeology, the SCA Proceedings, or the SCA Newsletter.  

The SCA continues to move forward and to strive toward facilitating ways of staying connected with our 
community, despite the pandemic and other obstacles. This past year, I have gained an even deeper 
appreciation for the special status of the SCA in the lives of so many of our members. It has been heartening 
to see so much participation in our virtual events and the positive vibes from folks who have voiced their 
appreciation and support for this work. Thanks for your support, and please do not hesitate to reach out 
with any questions or suggestions. We can’t wait to gather with you again!  
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2021-2022 COMMITTEE CHAIRS 
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Kristina Roper 
kroper3r@gmail.com 

Annual Meeting Program 
Wendy Nettles 
 wmn3@pge.com 
Nathan Stevens 
nathan.stevens@csus.edu 

Archaeology Month 
Annemarie Cox 
acox@pangis.com 

Bennyhoff Memorial Award 
Patricia Mikkelsen 
patplus10@gmail.com 

Climate Change 
Sandra Pentney 
spentney@gmail.com 

Curation 
Wendy Teeter 
wteeter@arts.ucla.edu 
 
Grants and Fundraising 
Starla Lane and Jennifer Thomas 
fundraising@scahome.org 

Journal (California Archaeology) 
Mark Allen 
caeditor@scahome.org 

Legislation 
Samantha Schell 
schellsamantha2012@gmail.com 

Maritime Archaeology 
Tricia Dodds 
Tricia.Dodds@parks.ca.gov 

Membership 
Tom Wheeler 
1wheeler1743@att.net 

Native American Programs 
Gregg Castro 
napc@scahome.org 

 

Newsletter 
Jill Gardner  
newsletter@scahome.org 

Nominations 
Lynn Gamble 
gamble@anth.ucsb.edu 

Proceedings 
Jill Gardner 
proceedingseditor@scahome.org 

Public Outreach and Education 
Craig Lesh 
crlesh@heritageedu.com 

Social Media 
Jackie Farrington 
jrf365@nullhumboldt.edu 
 
Standards and Ethics Advisory 
Glenn Russell 
glennrussell100@hotmail.com 

Student Membership 
Tori Eisenhardt 
veisenhart@ucsb.edu 

Women in California Archaeology 
Jennifer Darcangelo 
j5d8@pge.com 

 

American Cultural Resources 
Association 
Shelly Davis-King 
shellydk@frontiernet.net 
 
California Archaeological Site 
Stewardship Program 
Karen Lacy and Mike DeGiovine 
klacy@cassp.org 
mdegiovine@cassp.org 
  
California Historical Resources 
Information System 
Bryan Much 
much@sonoma.edu 
 

California Office of Historic 
Preservation 
Brendon Greenaway 
brendon.greenaway@parks.ca.gov 
 
California Preservation 
Foundation 
Melinda Patrick 
melinda@patrickgis.net 
 
Partners for Archaeological Site 
Stewardship 
Beth and Chris Padon 
bpadon@sitestewardship.org 
 cpadon@sitestewardship.org 
 

Register of Professional Archaeologists 
Amy Gusick 
agusick@gmail.com 
 
Society for American Archaeology 
Arleen Garcia-Herbst 
arleen@spindriftarchaeology.com 
 
Society for Historical Archaeology 
Heather Atherton 
hatherton@esassoc.com 
 
State Historical Resources Commission 
René Vellanoweth 
rvellan@exchange.calstatela.edu 

           COMMITTEE CHAIRS AND LIAISONS 
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SCA Executive Board Meeting Minutes, July 30-31, 2021 
Eva Larson, Secretary 

 

 
Executive Board 

 
Shannon Tushingham – President 
Anmarie Medin – President-Elect 

Michelle C. St. Clair-Cross – Immediate Past President 
Brendon Greenaway – Northern Vice President 

Pattie Garcia – Southern Vice President 
Maggie Trumbly – Treasurer 

Eva Larson – Secretary 
Tracey Booth – Business Office Manager 

 
Friday Meeting Convened 

The meeting on Friday, July 30, was convened at the home of Anmarie Medin in Fair Oaks, California. 
Maggie conducted a safety review regarding spam on scahome.org email chains. She advised everyone to 
please pay attention and not open them. 

Review of Strategic Plan and Board Manual 

A review of the Strategic Plan and Board Manual consumed a good portion of the morning session. 
Numerous revisions were made. There was discussion regarding finalizing it and there are action items 
to be completed this fall. 

Business Office Report  

The new SCA Annual Meeting submission program, Easy Chair, was reviewed and will be updated. The 
Board gave Tracey approval to sign the contract for the Socio conference app. Various options are being 
explored for the Silent Auction venue for the 2022 Visalia meeting, including the Veteran’s Memorial Hall 
(with a tenting option) which is within walking distance. We would need a security guard and confirm 
with the fire marshal.  

We are in the process of collecting field kitchen stories and photographs from our members to share at 
various events in 2022. Board elections are upcoming and we need to fill the office of President-Elect, 
Northern Vice President, and Secretary. Lynn Gamble, Nominations Chair, should be contacted for 
additional information. The newly instituted Committee of Committees group will have quarterly 
meetings. The Legacy Committee was formalized and the group can be reached at legacy@scahome.org. 
 

mailto:scahome.org
mailto:legacy@scahome.org
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Treasurer’s Report and Budget  

Maggie reviewed the financial report and budget plan. The Board discussed various budgetary protocols; 
for instance, the Board is responsible for planning the financial year with the Treasurer, who keeps the 
books up to date. Budget items are tracked in QuickBooks, and once approved, the budget is followed for 
the year. The President must approve any overruns. Membership dues will not be increased this year.  

2022 Data Sharing Meetings 

The Southern Data Sharing meeting is on October 16, 2021, at Joshua Tree National Park, and the 
Northern Data Sharing meeting is on September 25, 2021. The budget for each Data Sharing Meeting is 
$2,500. It would be ideal if we could provide five to ten student membership gifts that could be given away 
during each meeting. 

Protocol for Requests to the Executive Board 

The Board reviewed the draft protocol for Board requests that was circulated by Anmarie. The protocol 
provides a framework for considering requests from members. The text, if approved, will be added to the 
Board Manual. Minor edits were made and additional text about how to deal with urgent requests was 
discussed. The Board will send final edits and comments to Anmarie. 

Committee Budget Requests and Discussion 

The California Archaeological Site Stewardship Program (CASSP) budget request for $500 was discussed 
and approved. Beth and Chris Padon called in and said they are following a new workshop format. They 
will have a free webinar, which will be open to the public, on Saturday, October 23, followed by a field day 
on October 24. A request from the SCA’s Coalition for Diversity in California Archaeology for $2,180 for a 
fundraiser was reviewed and approved. A request to move forward with an educational video for local 
historical societies by Craig Lesh, chair of the Public Outreach and Education Committee, was tabled by the 
Board until additional information could be provided. 

California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS) 

Anmarie provided an overview of recent discussions with Brian Much of CHRIS, who noted that they are in 
the middle of moving and thus could not comment at this time. There was discussion of the idea of SCA 
training on how to submit materials to CHRIS in coordination with the Office of Historic Preservation (OHP).  
Shannon and Anmarie will work to develop an idea and will contact Brian Much about moving forward. 

Archaeology Month Planning 

Shannon reviewed the status of Archaeology Month planning and several ideas were discussed. A decision 
was made to focus on fewer virtual events than last year as we are planning in-person data sharing 
meetings. It was agreed that we would like to keep the student research virtual event (introduced last 
year) if possible. OHP funding could be earmarked to support the student competition. Annemarie Cox, 
Archaeology Month Co-Chair with Craig Lesh, called in. She requested guidance on plans to have a form   

SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED) 
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for event submissions from the SCA membership, as well as a streamlined process for event publicity on 
multiple social media platforms. 

Shannon made a motion to adjourn the Friday meeting, and the motion was unanimously approved. 

Saturday Meeting Convened 

The Saturday meeting was via Zoom. The Executive Board was in full attendance. Also attending on 
Saturday were Wendy Nettles (Annual Meeting Program Committee Co-Chair), Lynn Dodds (Maritime 
Committee). Gregg Castro (Native American Programs Committee Chair), Kristina Roper (Annual Meeting 
Local Arrangements Chair), Shelly Davis-King (Annual Meeting Banquet Coordinator), and Nathan Stevens 
(Annual Meeting Program Committee Co-Chair). Lynn Dodds called in from Ireland regarding the 
Maritime Committee request for funding, which was approved with the budget during the Friday meeting. 

2022 Visalia Annual Meeting Update 

Shannon introduced the Annual Meeting committee and reviewed the theme and Plenary Session. Nancy 
Turner, University of Victoria, has given a tentative yes to being the keynote speaker. Her work with 
indigenous people and their use of foods in the Pacific Northwest and Plateau is fitting for this year’s 
theme on food. Cafe Ohlone is looking forward to working with the SCA and is interested in participating 
in the Plenary Session and possibly a workshop on food preparation.  

Shelly Davis-King is arranging the Annual Banquet and discussed the idea of traditional food sharing. Café 
Ohlone by mak-ˈamham could possibly provide samples of food, such as brownies made with acorn flour 
or deer jerky. Greg Torres and Abel Sanchez could do a shortened version of a workshop they often give 
on themes of anthropogenic landscapes, burning, and traditional ecological knowledge.  

Kristina Roper reported on her discussions regarding whether the Silent Auction can be held at the Visalia 
Marriott Conference Center, which holds 2,000 people. They have a liquor license but we should have 
“mocktails” in an area that is an alcohol-free zone. There was additional discussion about how to make 
events more accessible. The Board supported a proposal to provide room for an AA meeting, “Friends of 
Bill,” for maybe 15-20 people. The book room for the 2022 meeting is being coordinated by Lynn Compas. 
The Marriott has a good central space for the book room. 

There was discussion of potential hybrid options for the meeting (in person and virtual), which can make 
meetings more accessible. We received a great deal of positive feedback from people who liked attending 
the virtual 2021 Annual Meeting and other events. We need a system to handle virtual audio-visual (AV) 
needs. Maggie will look into the virtual AV options for the keynote speaker and Plenary Session. Kristina 
knows an information technology (IT) guy who lives in Tulare.  

Nathan and Wendy discussed the possibility of having an abbreviated printed program for our Annual 
Meeting to be more environmentally and fiscally responsible. We will continue to use the Socio app to save 
on money and paper. While many members prefer digital, we should bear in mind that many of our 
members may prefer the printed program. Registration format and early bird registration/dates were 
discussed. When the meeting is held in Riverside in 2024, the SCA needs to honor our promises to Tribes  

SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED) 
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regarding blessings to be held for the Mission site. We will be vetting conference abstracts to ensure that 
they adhere to Annual Meeting guidelines and the SCA Ethics Code. The submission date for abstracts is 
October 15, 2021. We need to know which committees require meeting rooms for the conference. Silent 
auction tickets may cost $50, and the Annual Banquet price is $65. 

Native American Programs Committee (NAPC) 

Gregg Castro, chair of the NAPC, will review the committee’s activities outlined in the Strategic Plan and 
send comments to Shannon. Gregg and Shannon will work on Native American Heritage Month events in 
November. The NAPC is a facilitator for Native people who would like to attend the conference. A 
succession plan is needed for leadership of the NAPC. The likely candidates are already involved with 
other projects. It was suggested that perhaps an archaeology person could be in a support role, but it is 
necessary to keep a California Native in the leadership role. The NAPC is hosting a meet-and-greet at the 
2022 Annual Meeting on Thursday, March 3, and a symposium on Saturday, March 5, which turns into a 
round table. The SCA needs to help educate CRM firms to help developers and clients know why having the 
Native American community involved in projects is important.  

Coalition for Diversity in California Archaeology Committee (CDCA) 

Seetha Reddy, co-chair of the CDCA, submitted a proposal for promotional material funds that was 
approved by the Board at Friday’s meeting. There was discussion of a CDCA proposal for sensitivity 
training for SCA leadership and committees. The cost of the training is $5,500 a year. The CDCA will 
contribute money to the cost from their sales. The subject was tabled until the CDCA clarifies the need for 
training, its sustainability, its fiscal responsibility, how the training fits into the SCA Mission Statement, 
and how the online training is a benefit to SCA membership. 

Curation Committee 

Wendy Teeter, Curation Committee chair, reported that they are having regular communications among 
committee members and started a Slack account to manage it. The SCA wants to send out an invitation to 
members via the SCA Newsletter to become involved with curation. 

Other Committee Updates 

The Committee of Committees has been going well. All Board members need to attend their meetings, 
which are once a month. Jennifer Darcangelo, chair of the Women in California Archaeology Committee, 
reported that they were able to roll over the childcare contracts until the 2022 conference. She is also 
working on branded items for the SCA. She will ask for 600 protective masks for use at the conference and 
will follow up on merchandise. Shelly Davis-King, ACRA Liaison, reported that she regularly provides 
information in the newsletter. The Legislation Committee wants to know the Board’s interest in doing “A 
Day on the Hill” in Sacramento. 

Shannon made a motion to adjourn the Saturday meeting, and the motion was unanimously approved. 

SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED) 
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American Cultural Resources Association Report 
Shelly Davis-King, ACRA Liaison 

 
 

The American Cultural Resources Association (ACRA) is a national business association which supports the 
needs of the diverse cultural resource management (CRM) industry. ACRA’s member firms employ 
thousands of CRM professionals nationwide, working in historic preservation, archaeology, anthropology, 
architectural history, and historic and landscape architecture. The SCA has been associated with ACRA since 
the latter’s inception. 

Throughout the year, ACRA holds various webinars to provide continuing education to cultural resource 
managers. The next webinar, on October 14, 2021, will be Storytelling in CRM: Moving Beyond Producing 
Gray Literature. Our research efforts reveal powerful human stories that inspire, educate, and bring change. 
This webinar offers baseline training in the principles of storytelling, photography, videography, public 
speaking, and social media. Not only will participants leave with a better understanding of the benefits of 
meaningful public outreach in CRM, but the skill set to try it out on their own. More information can be 
found here at https://www.acra-crm.org/event-4207824. Other webinars can be viewed on demand 
(https://acra-crm.org/webinarsondemand). 

 

The SCA Curation Committee Joins Slack 
Wendy Teeter, Curation Committee Chair 

 

During the last SCA Curation Committee meeting, attendees indicated a desire to form better ways to 
communicate and support each other concerning appropriate compliance measures and treatment of 
California’s cultural heritage. We have decided to try Slack (a messaging app for businesses) and invite anyone 
wishing to join in these positive conversations. We hope that other ways emerge to support each other and 
form collegial bonds. The focus of the Slack workspace “Curation Crises” (https://curationcrises.slack.com) is 
to facilitate discussions of best practices, troubleshoot curation problems in real time, solicit advice from a 
diverse group of curation practitioners, and to generally provide a platform to support practitioners.  

This free workspace features the ability to directly message individual members and join broader 
conversations on Slack channels dedicated to specific topics in California curation. Members can also 
directly invite other practitioners via email. Slack is accessible on mobile and desktop platforms across 
various operating systems. We hope that practitioners from across tribal, state, federal, museum, and 
cultural resource management entities will join us for a fuller breadth of input. If you have any questions, 
please contact Wendy Teeter, Curation Committee Chair (wteeter@arts.ucla.edu). 

SCA BUSINESS AND ACTIVITIES (CONTINUED) 
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       SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

 
 

 
Start Spreading the News: October is California Archaeology Month 

Craig R. Lesh, Public Outreach and Education Committee Chair 

 

Now is the time to plan for your public outreach during California Archaeology Month. Many of us can now 
provide in-person events. Others will be reaching out using social media. 

Through taxes, pass-through developers’ fees, and heritage interests, the general public are stakeholders in 
archaeology. For our professional responsibility, and for our enlightened self-interest, we all need to help 
them understand what we do, what we find, what it means, and how we do our jobs. 

What can you do? Host an “Ask an Archaeologist” event at a school, community center, or service club; 
present an “open house” at your lab or dig site; or hold an Archaeology Merit Badge class. If you have not 
planned an Archaeology Month event of your own, you can contact a local museum, historical society, or 
archaeological society. Many of these organizations have (or could have) events that could use your help.  

Please let us know what your firm, agency, academic institution, or local society is doing for California 
Archaeology Month at edu-outreach@scahome.org. Here is a partial list of local archaeology societies in 
California: 

Archaeological Institute of America (AIA) Los Angeles, https://www.facebook.com/groups/AIALosAngeles 
 
AIA Orange County, http://aia-oc.org/ 
 
AIA Riverside and Inland Southern California, https://www.facebook.com/aiariverside 
 
AIA Santa Barbara Society, John W. I. Lee, jwilee@history.ucsb.edu 
 
Coachella Valley Archaeological Society, http://www.cvarch.org/ 
 
Fresno County Archaeological Society, https://www.facebook.com/FresnoCountyArchaeologicalSociety 
 
Pacific Coast Archaeological Society (Orange County), http://www.pcas.org/ 
 
Sacramento Archaeological Society, https://sacarcheology.org/ 
 
San Diego Archaeological Society, https://sacarcheology.org/ 
 
Santa Barbara Archaeological Society, https://www.facebook.com/sbcountyarchaeology 
 
Santa Cruz Archaeological Society, http://www.santacruzarchsociety.org/ 
 
Ventura County Archaeological Society, http://www.santacruzarchsociety.org/ 

  

mailto:edu-outreach@scahome.org.
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The SCA Ethics Bowl is Coming to Visalia and We Need Your Help 
Glenn Russell, Standards and Ethics Advisory Committee Chair 

 

The SCA Executive Board has decided to hold the first annual Ethics Bowl competition at the upcoming 
2022 Annual Meeting in Visalia next spring. Organized similarly to the SAA Ethics Bowl, which has been 
held at their annual meetings for several years now, teams of three to five graduate and/or undergraduate 
students from various universities and colleges will compete against each other in a series of rounds. The 
winning teams move on to the next round until there is a final winning team. That team takes home a 
traveling trophy to display in their department for the next year and their team/school name is engraved 
onto the trophy. Additional individual prizes will be awarded to winning team members. 

The competition is based on a series of “cases.” The cases will focus on California archaeological scenarios 
and the regulations, laws, and policies that apply. Many will be particular to the State of California 
(California institutions and organizations), but also may include national regulations and potentially 
international regulations. Each case is a realistic but fictionalized scenario, even if based on actual events, 
that raises ethical issues about archaeological practice and research. These are sometimes based on field 
research where issues of ethical concern have occurred. Issues surrounding museum collections are 
another good source for cases, but cases may be based on any aspect of archaeological practice in 
California. There is usually a primary ethical issue that is the focus of the case, but a case may have several 
issues. All the cases are published beforehand and all participating teams are expected to read them, 
research them, discuss them, and even conduct mock competitions as a means of preparing. A good deal of 
preparation by the teams is advisable, resulting in a significant learning opportunity for the team 
members in terms of ethics and judgement. We see this as a great way to help prepare future California 
archaeological professionals to make sound ethical decisions in archaeological practice. 

During a competitive round, the first team is told what case they are being given and are asked a question 
about the case that highlights the ethical issue(s) and what should have been done or should be done. The 
first team has time to confer and then presents their answer. After that, the second team comments on the 
performance of the first team, noting if they agree with their answer and whether there were mistakes or 
omissions by the first team. Then the process repeats with a different case presented to the second team. A 
panel of judges ranks team performance using a series of criteria. Once the round has completed, the 
judges add up the numeric scoring criteria and declare a winner. The ultimate winner will be announced 
at the business meeting (and/or Annual Banquet) and the traveling trophy and other prizes will be 
presented. Many of the participating teams will be from colleges and universities located within California, 
but any school conducting California archaeological research would be eligible to field a team. Judges will 
be solicited from experienced SCA members. 

In addition to being great competitive fun, the Ethics Bowl will provide a dynamic opportunity for 
students to learn about laws, regulations, and policies, as well as how to make good ethical decisions in 

SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED) 
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archaeological practice, often in complicated circumstances, with sometimes imprecise, somewhat vague 
rules, regulations, and policies. Teams may be developed out of classes, such as ethics or regional 
archaeology courses, but teams could also include department student clubs or other organizations.  

Glenn Russell (glenn@scahome.org) and Lynn Gamble (gamble@anth.ucsb.edu) will organize this event, 
but we need your help ASAP! Below are ways for you to get involved and assist. 

1. Please help us develop cases ASAP! If you know of any good scenarios, based on actual
events or not, please send them to us. Ideas or fully developed cases will be appreciated. All
cases will be fictionalized. If you want to get an idea of what cases entail, you might want to
take a look at past cases from the SAA at https://www.saa.org/annual-meeting/ethics-bowl.
Send ideas and potential cases to Glenn or Lynn. We need cases to be submitted by
December 1, 2021.

2. If you are interested in forming and entering a team in the competition, the sooner we
know, the better. If you want to enter a team, let us know by January 1, 2022.

3. If you are willing to help organize the SCA Ethics Bowl, including helping to prepare cases,
recruiting judges, and staffing the event, please let us know by November 15, 2021.

4. If your organization would like to be a sponsor for this event, please let us know. Your
sponsorship and organization logo will be prominently displayed at the meeting and in the
meeting program.

5. We are considering the participation of teams other than from colleges and universities,
such as from CRM firms, regulatory agencies, or other groups and organizations, perhaps
with their own competition separate from schools. If your organization is interested in
entering a non-school team, please let us know. We may or may not do this, depending on
interest.

SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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California Archaeological Site Stewardship Program Activities 
Karen Lacy and Mike DeGiovine, CASSP Coordinators 

Beth and Chris Padon, Partners for Archaeological Site Stewardship (PASS) 

California State Parks Partners with CASSP 

In July 2021, three CASSP volunteers had a great time on a survey with California State Parks personnel in 
the Sonoma-Mendocino District of Van Damme State Park. Jane Sun, site steward in Monterey County, 
noted that “The experience I just had with Denise Jaffke and her team was awesome. They are dedicated 
and expert people, and each one a real pleasure to work with.” Volunteers Katie White and Elaine Lea-Chou 
joined Jane and State Parks archaeologists Denise Jaffke, Christopher Kimsey, Johanna Marty, and Wesley 
Hale for three days on a pedestrian survey of Fern Canyon and Spring Ranch in the Park.  

Many thanks to Denise Jaffke and Leslie Hartzell from the Cultural Resources Division for creating this 
opportunity for CASSP volunteers to partner with California State Parks. CASSP is very pleased that Jane, 
Katie, and Elaine were able to participate in this work to help with the maritime cultural landscape survey at 
Van Damme State Park and the archaeological surveys at Spring Ranch Nature Preserve. Upon arriving home 
on July 12, Jane immediately wrote about her experience:  

It was so interesting to see diverse sites, from pre-contact to historical times, and from 
coastal shore/prairie to mountain forest. All the State Parks team members took the time to 
explain to us about field processes and technical information, and make us comfortable.  

The work of CASSP site stewards relies on the information produced by State Parks’ 
research. The three days, July 6-8, on the survey project in Mendocino County allowed us to 
experience the front-end work of finding and identifying cultural sites. These are future 
sites that CASSP volunteers, like me, eventually steward. The experience gave me an 
appreciation for the State Park's work, and grew my understanding for the sites that I 
steward in Santa Clara and Monterey counties. 

During and after fieldwork, we had stimulating and interesting conversations, and lots of 
good food. Our lodging came with a nightly campfire, around which we had fun. I really 
valued socializing, especially after a year of limited group gatherings due to the pandemic. 

Since 1999, when CASSP started, volunteer site stewards have been doing more than visiting their assigned 
sites. They help with unbudgeted activities, such as: 

 Accompanying archaeologists on surveys, including post-fire assessments
 Cataloguing artifacts from orphaned and federal collections for curation

SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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Fern Canyon logging site along the Little River (left), with volunteers Elaine Lea-Chou and Jane Sun. 
Photograph courtesy of State Parks Archaeologist Christopher Kimsey. Spring Ranch, CA-MEN-3087H 
(right). The crew is preparing to inspect historic buildings at this site. Photograph courtesy of CASSP site 
steward Jane Sun. 

 Participating in public events sponsored by local land management agencies
 Providing updated information and DPR 523 forms for their assigned sites
 Creating site maps and photo logs from their observations
 Documenting rock art features

Site stewards develop these skills by working with their supervising archaeologist and by participating 
in advanced workshops provided through CASSP. 

CASSP is managed by the Partners for Archaeological Site Stewardship (PASS), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
California corporation. 

What We Would Like To Do 

We propose that volunteer site stewards help agency archaeologists with all of the above tasks as well 
as other unbudgeted activities, such as: 

 Digitizing reports and other archives
 Flagging internet websites showing inappropriate behavior at sites on State Parks lands

SCA NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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 Cleaning graffiti at rock art sites 
 Assisting with revegetation near archaeological sites, as appropriate 
 Getting involved with other federal and state agency projects where volunteer site 

stewards could help 

The pandemic has constrained the activities of many CASSP volunteers, and has prompted CASSP 
coordinators Karen and Mike to find additional opportunities for meaningful participation with agency 
archaeologists and staff. New volunteer activities will invigorate site stewardship, as well as help agency 
archaeologists preserve heritage resources. PASS will contact CASSP site stewards and send their 
information to agencies and then agency archaeologists will direct them to field offices, districts, or parks 
where needed. Agency archaeologists who are interested in CASSP volunteer activities should contact 
Karen Lacy at klacy@cassp.org or Mike DeGiovine at mdegiovine@cassp.org. 

New Workshop Format for CASSP 

In April, PASS was awarded a grant of $4,150 from the National Trust for Historic Preservation. This grant 
allows us to restructure CASSP training and conduct a pilot workshop in the fall. The first day of the 
workshop will be a free webinar on October 23, and it will focus on volunteer recruitment and cultural 
resource awareness. The pilot workshop will involve five agencies, so volunteers who want to become site 
stewards can choose from five locations to receive assignments. Agency archaeologists take volunteers 
into the field when it is safe to do so. The five agencies are the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Eagle 
Lake Field Office, Lassen National Forest in Susanville, Sequoia & Kings Canyon National Park in Fresno, 
Cleveland National Forest in San Diego County, and California Department of Parks and Recreation 
(Angeles District) in Los Angeles County.  

Reservations are required for both workshop days. The second day will be a field excursion a few weeks 
following the webinar. The field day will require a signed confidentiality agreement and a $25 fee. If you 
are interested in attending this pilot workshop, please contact Karen Lacy, Mike DeGiovine, Beth Padon 
(bpadon@sitestewardship.org), or Chris Padon (cpadon@sitestewardship.org). 

We thank Environmental Science Associates (ESA) for their help with matching the National Trust for 
Historic Preservation grant. Mike Newland assisted with this donation and we are very grateful for ESA’s 
support for site stewardship. We also thank the SCA for their support, which is significant in financial 
terms, and more importantly, for encouraging the wider community to participate in site stewardship 
activities. Please contact Beth Padon if you or your organization are interested in donating to this project. 

A Geology Field Trip Impacts an Archaeological Site 

In July, the Los Angeles Times published two articles and an editorial about the damage done in 2016 by a 
Caltech geology professor and students on a field trip to the Volcanic Tablelands near Bishop. The group 
used a one-inch pneumatic drill to obtain 29 core samples at the Fish Slough petroglyph site, coming 
within three feet of the images. A volunteer site steward saw the activity and contacted the BLM Bishop 
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Field Office and a ranger was dispatched. Subsequent investigations and damage assessments resulted in 
Caltech apologizing, promising to outreach about archaeological preservation, and paying $25,465 to the 
U.S. Department of the Interior to repair the damage. The BLM said that this incident, as well as past 
damage caused by field trips from other universities, have been reported by “petroglyph patrols” 
organized by CASSP. The July 26 editorial by the Los Angeles Times called on Caltech to do better and to 
make a major contribution to CASSP. 

We contacted the Division of Geologic and Planetary Sciences at Caltech to offer assistance in their 
outreach efforts, and a representative said that she was sharing our email and contact information with 
others in the division. We look forward to working with the Institute, the BLM, and Native American tribes 
to help prevent future events like this. 

There is a real problem when certain activities and events impact archaeological sites. Not all damage is 
caused by natural erosion or by activities of vandals and pothunters. Recreational activities, club events, 
school classes, and field trips can also potentially damage sites. Unfortunately, we do not know the scope 
of this problem. Contact us if you know about unregulated activities which endanger sites. Also tell us 
about activities that have successfully obtained permits and involved concerned communities. Giving 
organizations notice that people are watching may help to prevent further disregard of the federal and 
state laws that protect archaeological sites and other resources on public lands. 
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2021 Northern and Southern Data Sharing Meetings 
Brendon Greenaway, SCA Northern Vice President  

Pattie Garcia, SCA Southern Vice President 

 

2021 Northern Data Sharing Meeting Information 

Please join the SCA as we gather (live and in person!) at Calaveras Big Trees State Park for the 2021 
Northern Data Sharing Meeting. Located 100 miles southeast of Sacramento near Arnold in Calaveras 
County, the Park is within the ancestral territory and home of the Mi-Wuk and Washo features the awe-
inspiring colossal giant sequoias (Sequoiadendron giganteum), the world’s most massive trees. 

The meeting will be an informal event with a relaxed and supportive atmosphere – perfect for students to 
practice presenting papers as well as an opportunity to meet and talk with professionals in California 
archaeology in a fun and casual setting. Students are not required to be current SCA members, although 
membership is encouraged.  

The meeting will begin around 10 a.m. on Saturday, September 25, and will end in the late afternoon/early 
evening with a BBQ dinner to follow. Group camping is available courtesy of the SCA for both Friday and 
Saturday evenings (pay only a $10 State Park entrance fee per vehicle and RSVP as soon as possible to 
reserve your spot). Individual campsites and a small number of cabins are also available; make online 
reservations at reservercalifornia.com. Several lodges, inns, and private rentals are also available in nearby 
Arnold, Murphys, and Angels Camp. Nearby restaurants include El Vaquero Mexican Restaurant, Dogwood 
Restaurant, Sarafina’s Italian Kitchen, and others. Snowshoe Brewing Company, less than five miles from 
the venue, is highly recommended for great food and craft beer.  

So come and present your current research, meet fellow students and professionals in the field of California 
archaeology, and share some tasty BBQ and a cold beverage at the 2021 Northern Data Sharing Meeting. 
Please contact SCA Northern Vice President Brendon Greenaway at brendon@scahome.org to RSVP, to 
secure a group camping spot, to submit your paper, for additional information, or for questions. 

Date and Time of Meeting: Saturday, September 25, at 10 a.m.  

Venue: Calaveras Big Trees State Park near Arnold, CA  

Cost: $10 Park entrance fee per vehicle, otherwise, costs for two nights (Friday and Saturday) camping and 
meals on the day of the event will be covered by the SCA.  

Important Links: 

Venue Map: https://goo.gl/maps/4AYgqS7xxyXrtRDs9 
Calaveras Rental Cabins: http://parks.ca.gov/?page_id=28069 
Website for Calaveras Big Trees State Park: https://www.parks.ca.gov/?page_id=551 
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2021 Southern Data Sharing Meeting Information 

For this year’s Southern Data Sharing Meeting, we will be gathering at Joshua Tree National Park. The Park 
is a vast protected area in southern California. Its beauty lies in rugged rock formations and stark desert 
landscapes. Named for the region’s twisted, bristled Joshua trees, the Park straddles the cactus-dotted 
Colorado and Mojave deserts. 

The meeting begins around 10 a.m. on Saturday, October 16, and ends in the late afternoon/early evening 
with a BBQ dinner to follow. Group camping is available courtesy of Joshua Tree National Park for both 
Friday and Saturday evenings (pay only the National Park entrance fee of $30 per vehicle (up to four 
people) or $12 per person. Please reserve your spot as soon as possible. Cottonwood Springs campground 
is remote, so please be prepared and bring all of your camping essentials and plenty of water. 

We are looking forward to your presentation and hearing about your current research. The data sharing 
event is an awesome opportunity to network, meet fellow students, and connect with professionals in the 
field of California archaeology. Students are not required to be current SCA members. Come and camp for 
two nights or come for the day and share some yummy tacos and cold beverages at the 2021 Southern 
Data Sharing Meeting. 

Please contact SCA Southern Vice President Pattie Garcia (Pattie@scahome.org) to secure a group camping 
spot, to submit your paper, and for additional information or questions.  

Schedule of Events 

There will be three pre-meeting and one post-meeting event. Everyone is encouraged to take advantage of 
these events. 

Friday, October 15 

Pre-event 1: Joshua Tree National Park is hosting a limited number of tours of the Park 
archives and curation facility. 

Pre-event 2: On Friday evening, an interpretive ranger will provide a night sky talk for event 
attendees. 

Saturday, October 16 

Pre-event 3: Park staff will be hosting tours of Cottonwood Springs in the morning. 

Data Sharing Meeting: The official Data Sharing Meeting begins around 10 a.m. with 
presentations at the amphitheater followed by catered tacos for dinner. 

Sunday, October 17 

Post-event: A tour of Corn Springs National Register District led by the Bureau of Land 
Management (Corn Springs is located approximately 48 miles southeast of the park). 
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Date and Time of Meeting: Saturday, October 16, at 10 a.m.  

Venue: Joshua Tree National Park at Cottonwood Campground and Amphitheater 

Cost: $30 Park entrance fee per vehicle (up to four people per vehicle or $12/person – we are limited to 32 
vehicles so let us know if you are open to carpooling). Otherwise, Joshua Tree National Park is providing 
free group camp sites that can accommodate up to 62 people for Friday and Saturday nights. Meals on the 
day of the event will be courtesy of the SCA. Students are not required to be current members of the SCA.  

Important Links 

Venue Map: https://www.nps.gov/jotr/planyourvisit/maps.htm 
Website for Joshua Tree National Park: https://www.nps.gov/jotr/planyourvisit/cottonwood.htm 
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ANNOUNCEMENT: 
FRIENDS OF BILL WILSON 

A closed meeting of the friends of Bill Wilson will be held in March 2022 at 
the Society for California Archaeology's Annual Meeting in Visalia. This will 
be the first meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous in the history of the Society. 
Date, time, and location of this gathering will be posted at the Annual 
Meeting as well as in your registration packet. 
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CRM Job Seekers - Let Your Next Job Find You 

The San Diego Archaeological Center now offers a CRM Job Seekers database that CRM firms can 
use to look for qualified applicants for field and laboratory work. There is no cost for applicants to 

be listed in the database, and applicants can update their application at any time. For more 
information, visit https://sandiegoarchaeology.org/crm-job-seekers-application. 

 

 

CRM Firms - Let Us Find Your Next Hire 

Access to the CRM Job Seekers database is included with corporate membership to the San Diego 
Archaeological Center. Members can access the database, filter candidates, and request contact 

information. For more information, visit https://sandiegoarchaeology.org/corporate-membership. 
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